
 

 

 

 

 

FALL-WINTER 18-19 COLLECTION  

 

 

The FW 18-19 Campomaggi collection tells about excellence and made in Italy, faithful to its DNA, of 

matter and authenticity. 

 

The iconic models, revisited with new processing which make the leather lighter, are complemented by the 

new proposals for the cold season. The undisputed protagonists are high quality and great attention for 

details. 

Backpacks, briefcases and bags for man are made with an urban aesthetic combined with great features, 

which make them irreplaceable accessories and perfect for every occasion. 

The more adventurous souls and globetrotters can choose between canvas models, with arms coats of 

original military that contribute to give a unique and special touch, or prefer models in a durable nylon 

canvas. 

 

The unisex proposal is composed by shoulder and neck strap bags, and as always, duffle, shopping, bum 

bags, trolley and backpack. 

 

The designer Marco Campomaggi has devoted great attention to models designed for women, where new 

volumes and innovative manufacturing are proposed: in fact, for the first time, a part of the collection is 

realized without the piece dyed technique. 

 

The result is amazing: starting from the models that appear more structured to shopping, folder and 

bucket bags. 

Small shoulder bags are realized with chain shoulder strap, and can come plain or with a lot of different 

studs on the whole front surface or in the contour. 

 

The distinguishing marks of the past do not lack in this collection: lasered decoration, studs that form a 

central rose window and sometimes are used instead of the seams, in a game where the balance between 

the elements is well calibrated and aesthetic defined. 

The iconic processing of woven leather using very thin strips is reproposed on shopping, shoulder bags, 

mini bags and backpacks, giving each model a chic and natural look. 

 

Bracelets and belts, for her and for him, complete the Campomaggi collection, declined in sober or rock 

proposals adorned by the inevitable studs. 
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